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About This Game

The miracle of a fully living and blossoming Moon did not last long. A terrible force broke loose destroying all living things in
its way. Now, it’s up to you to uncover what’s behind the catastrophe. Find the causes and eliminate them. Travel the world and

journey through many different epochs to solve the mystery. Become a mage and make amazing potions, find and master
unusual skills. Along the way, you’ll confront very difficult tasks, solve fascinating mysteries, as well as encounter the secret
order, “Children of the Moon.” This society, which existed in a parallel universe, has developed amazing technologies and

achieved so much, which you will learn about to help make the Moon green and blooming once again.
So, again in a way!

This is a pure adventure game with tons of tasks to complete. There are around 400 locations in the game, 48 hours of
gameplay, plus many unique mini-games, such as piloting a spaceship, shooting a bow in the Middle Ages, and fighting duels in

the Wild West.

What Makes it Fun?
♦ This is a pure adventure game - no HIDDEN OBJECTS AT ALL!

♦ You can die. But we have an autosave feature in any place. If you die, there is no need to start a new game again, just load the
last saved game

♦ Unlimited inventory
♦ All the available items will be used later in the game

♦ There is a hint system. The hints are still not easy, yet will definitely make the progress easier.
♦ 400 game locations

♦ 9 absolutely unique mini-games and you can skip them
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♦ 48 hours of gameplay in the casual mode
♦ For true quest seekers, try hard mode (no hints at all)
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Title: Green Moon 2
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Hooligans Entertainment
Publisher:
Hooligans Entertainment
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP/Win Vista/Win 7/Win 8/Win 10

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 230 +

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Support OpenAL

English,Russian
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This game is really interesting. Not as good as the first one in some instances but better in others.

Pros: The ability to skip frustrating mini-games

The music

An in game hint system

Cons: The inability to put everything down in the house, resulting in a rather crowded inventory

Vague story on what the catastrophe was

Overall, a good game and I do recommend it, esp. for the price.
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